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In this paper, we conduct a search in the latest large-scale structure measurements for signatures
of the dark matter-dark radiation interaction proposed by Buen-Abad et al. (2015). We show that
prior claims of a detection of this interaction rely on a use of the SZ cluster mass function that ignores
uncertainty in the mass-observable relationship. Including this uncertainty we find that the inferred
level of interaction remains consistent with the data, but so does zero interaction; i.e., there is no
longer a detection. We also point out that inference of the shape and amplitude of the matter power
spectrum from Lyα forest measurements is highly inconsistent with the predictions of the ΛCDM
model conditioned on Planck CMB temperature, polarization, and lensing power spectra, and that
the dark matter-dark radiation model can restore that consistency. We also phenomenologically
generalize the model of Buen-Abad et al. (2015) to allow for interaction rates with different scalings
with temperature, and find that the original scaling is preferred by the data.
I. INTRODUCTION
Dark matter is an essential component of the standard
ΛCDM cosmology, whose existence has been established
from many cosmological and astrophysical lines of evi-
dence [see e.g. 1–3, for a brief summary]. On the other
hand, increasingly sensitive efforts at direct detection of
canonical candidates such as WIMPs and axions have
only resulted in upper limits [4, 5]. The lack of direct de-
tection signatures implies that the dark matter is weakly
coupled to the standard model, but it does not preclude
a large coupling to a hidden sector. The idea of hid-
den sector dark matter has broadened the experimental
search possibilities, while retaining some of the virtues of
WIMP models such as concrete thermal and non-thermal
production mechanisms [e.g., 6–9] and opening up new
cosmological signatures [e.g., 10, 11].
The richer phenomenology expands the possible ways
in which dark matter properties may be revealed through
observations of the large-scale structure (LSS) of the uni-
verse. Precision measurement of the Cosmic Microwave
Background (CMB) temperature and polarization, as
well as large-scale photometric and spectroscopic galaxy
surveys can be used to detect the influence of non-trivial
dark matter properties or to limit them [12]. Indeed,
the σ8 tension in ΛCDM cosmology, that LSS surveys
yield lower σ8 values than that derived from CMB ob-
servations, is potentially due to non-trivial dark matter
interactions and has also served to renew interest in ex-
ploration of broader classes of dark matter models [e.g.
11, 13–29].
In this paper, we focus on the non-Abelian dark sec-
tor scenario proposed by [20], where the dark matter is a
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Dirac fermion that transforms under a non-Abelian gauge
group, and the dark radiation is the associated gauge
field, a massless “dark gluon”. The strong self-interaction
of the dark radiation makes it behave like a fluid, instead
of a free-streaming species. The interaction between dark
matter and the dark radiation fluid (dm-drf) acts to sup-
press the matter power spectrum, improving agreement
with lower σ8 values derived from LSS measurements [30–
38]. Some previous works [21, 26, 28] show that the dm-
drf interaction is detected at about 3σ confidence level
jointly using Planck CMB and LSS measurements, in-
cluding Planck CMB lensing [30], CFHTLens weak lens-
ing (WL) [31] and Planck Sunyaev-Zeldovich (SZ) clus-
ter counters [37, 38]. The authors of [21] emphasize the
possibility for these models to alleviate the H0 tension
[39, 40] as well.
Throughout this paper, we examine this non-Abelian
dark sector model with these LSS measurements one by
one. We critically review the analyses done previously
and identify which data set is driving the previously
claimed dm-drf interaction; we also show that the latest
inferences of the matter power spectrum from Lyman-α
(Lyα) forest data are highly inconsistent with the Planck
CMB data, assuming ΛCDM; and finally we show that
these data sets can be made consistent by allowing for
this dark sector model.
We find that Planck SZ is essential for the claimed
detection of the dm-drf interaction in previous analyses.
But the SZ cluster constraint is limited by a large uncer-
tainty in the cluster mass scale determination, which is
usually parametrized by a mass bias parameter b. The
bias parameter b itself is constrained by several differ-
ent analyses of the gravitational lensing induced by SZ
galaxy clusters including two using the distorted shapes
of background galaxies (“Weighing the Giants” [41] and
the Canadian Cluster Comparison Project [42]) and one
using distortions of the CMB [43]. The inferred value of
σ8 from the observations of the SZ clusters depends sensi-
tively on the mass estimates of the clusters and therefore
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2on the mass bias parameter b. While previous dm-drf
analyses effectively assumed zero uncertainty in b, we
find that including an uncertainty based on any of the
above inferences of b, the claimed detection turns into an
upper limit.
Compared with the other LSS measurements men-
tioned above, the Lyα forest power spectrum is sen-
sitive to the matter power spectrum at smaller scale
k ∼ Mpc−1, a scale that is more sensitive to the strength
of the interaction in the dm-drf model. We find that the
matter power spectrum derived from the latest Lyα for-
est data [44–46] is much steeper than that derived from
Planck CMB data, assuming ΛCDM. Finally, we exam-
ine whether this Lyα-CMB tension can be resolved by
the dm-drf interaction.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
briefly introduce the non-Abelian dark sector model and
its impacts on the CMB power spectra and the matter
power spectrum. In Section III, we show that using SZ
data with the mass bias parameter fixed or varying makes
a huge difference in the constraints of cosmological pa-
rameters. In Section IV, we point out the Lyα-CMB ten-
sion in the ΛCDM cosmology, and that the joint dataset
favors a non-zero dm-drf interaction. In Section V, we ex-
tend the exploration to more general dm-drf interaction
models characterized by interaction rates scaling with
temperature in different ways, and we also examine these
models against CMB data and LSS measurements. We
provide a summary in Section VI.
II. CANONICAL DM-DRF INTERACTION
MODEL
Following Ref. [20], we use Γ for the momentum trans-
fer rate (i.e., time scale for momentum of dark matter
particles to change by O(1)) due to the dm-drf scat-
tering. This momentum transfer leads to a drag force
on the non-relativistic dark matter particles such that
~˙vdm = aΓ(~vdrf − ~vdm), where a is the scale factor and
throughout this paper dots denote conformal time deriva-
tives. In terms of physical quanties, Γ is approximately
Γ ' (Tdrf/mdm)ndrfσdm−drf , (1)
where mdm is the mass of dark matter particles, σdm−drf
is the cross section of dm-drf scattering, and Tdrf and
ndrf are the temperature and the number density of dark
radiation, respectively. For the non-Abelian dark sec-
tor model proposed by [20], σdm−drf ∝ T−2drf , thus we
can write Γ = Γ0(T/T0)
2, where Γ0 denotes the veloc-
ity change rate today. With this parametrization, the
evolution equations of dark matter density and velocity
perturbations, δdm and θdm, and dark radiation density
and velocity perturbations, δdrf and θdrf , are written as
Nν Ndrf 10
7Γ0(Mpc
−1)
Model 1 3.546 0.0 0
Model 2 3.046 0.5 0
Model 3 3.046 0.5 2
TABLE I. Three models used for clarifying the impact of
dark radiation fluid on cosmological observables, with dif-
ferent parameters {Nν , Ndrf ,Γ0} and same ΛCDM parame-
ters ωb = 0.02253, ωdm = 0.1122, As = 2.42 × 10−9, ns =
0.967, τ = 0.0845, H0 = 70.4 km/s/Mpc.
[21]
δ˙dm = −θdm + 3φ˙,
θ˙dm =
a˙
a
θdm + k
2ψ + aΓ(θdrf − θdm),
δ˙drf = −4
3
θdrf + 4φ˙,
θ˙drf = k
2 δdr
4
+ k2ψ +
3ρdm
4ρdrf
aΓ(θdm − θdrf).
(2)
in the Conformal Newtonian gauge, where ρdm and ρdrf
are the average densities of dark matter and dark radia-
tion, respectively; ψ and φ are the Newtonian potential
and the perturbation to the spatial curvature, respec-
tively.1
In the remainder of this section, we qualitatively ex-
plain the impacts of dm-drf interaction on cosmologi-
cal observables, by comparing the matter power spectra
(Figure 1) and CMB power spectra (Figure 2) of three
cosmologies with different parameters {Nν , Ndrf ,Γ0} and
same other parameters (see Table I). Similar numerical
comparisons were also given in previous works [21, 28],
and here we focus on connecting the impacts on observ-
ables with underlying physics.
A. LSS
In the standard ΛCDM cosmology, the dark matter
over-density δdm grows logarithmically in the radiation-
dominated era, and grows linearly in the matter-
dominated era [e.g., 47]. A small dm-drf interaction does
not remove these growth modes, instead it decreases the
corresponding growth rates. We define the over-density
suppression function S(k, η) ≡ [δdm]Γ0>0/[δdm]Γ0=0, and
plot S(k, η) = [δdm]Model 3/[δdm]Model 2 (Table I) for dif-
ferent k modes in Figure 1. We see that S(k, η) shows
a “self-similar” behavior for small-scale modes k  keq:
approximately,
S(k, η) = 1 (kη . 1),
S(k, η) ' 1−A log(kη) (1 . kη . kηeq), (3)
1 The perturbation evolution equations in the Boltzmann code
CAMB are written in the Synchronous gauge. In our modfied ver-
sion CAMB, we keep a tiny amount of non-interacting dark matter
to carry the Synchronous gauge.
3and after radiation-matter equality, the evolution of
S(k, η) is similar for all different modes, where the sup-
pression at radiation-matter transition and that today
differ by a constant number,
S(k, ηeq)− S(k, η0) ' B, (4)
where 1/keq ≈ ηeq ≈ 100 Mpc, η0 is the conformal time
today, A and B are numbers independent of mode k and
time η (for the example shown in Figure 1, A ≈ 0.04
and B ≈ 0.05). The self-similar behavior for modes
k  keq originates from the fact Γ/H is a constant in
the radiation-dominated era, and therefore introduces no
new timescale or length scale.
With the approximations above, we can estimate the
power spectrum suppression today as
[P (k)]Γ0>0
[P (k)]Γ0=0
= (1−A log(k/keq)−B)2
≈ 1− 2B − 2A log(k/keq),
(5)
where we have ignored quadratic terms in the second
line. This estimate explains the dm-drf interaction in-
duced logarithmic suppression in the matter power spec-
trum P (k) for modes k  keq (see Figure 1 for the matter
power suppression computed from CAMB and the logarith-
mic fit).
B. CMB
The imprint of the dm-drf interaction on the CMB
power spectra is much more subtle as shown in Figure 2.
Comparison of Models 1 and 2 confirms the signatures
of free-streaming neutrinos in the CMB spectra: namely
power suppression and a (very small) shift in acoustic
peak locations [47–54]. Comparison of Models 2 and 3
shows that the dm-drf interaction very slightly increases
the amplitude of modes ` . 500 and decreases that of
modes ` & 500.
For modes ` . 500, the increased amplitude can be
explained by the near-resonant driving of the baryon-
photon fluid perturbation amplitude by gravitational po-
tential decay as modes enter the horizon [47, 49, 50]. The
resistance to dark matter free fall from the dm-drf in-
teraction contributes to gravitational potential decay, at
least on scales large enough that, at the time of horizon
crossing, the dark matter contributes a significant frac-
tion of the total energy density.
For modes ` & 500, instead of an enhancement, we
see instead a very small suppression of power. and a
small suppression of even-odd peak height difference due
to the dm-drf interaction. The extra potential decay aris-
ing from the interaction changes the photon overdensity
in two ways: amplitude suppression and baryon load-
ing alleviation. At these small scales, we numerically
find that the extra potential decay leads to a nearly uni-
form suppression of the photon perturbation amplitude
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FIG. 1. Upper Panel: the evolution of dark matter over-
density δdm suppression for different k modes. Middle Panel:
the “self-similar” behavior of the over-density suppression,
where we displace the suppression of modes k = 0.3 Mpc−1
and k = 1.0 Mpc−1 by 0.05 and 0.096 respectively. Lower
Panel: the dm-drf interaction induced matter power spectrum
suppression today, where the dashed line is an analytic fit in
the form of Equation (5).
in a low-baryon cosmology. We also find that the baryon
loading effect is weaker in Model 3 than in Model 2. The
two changes (amplitude suppression and baryon loading
alleviaion) add up constructively for the odd extrema
(krs,∗ = 3pi, 5pi, 7pi) and destructively for the even ex-
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FIG. 2. Comparison of TT and EE spectra of the three models listed in Table I, where in the upper panel we plot the TT
spectra with damping effect largely removed by multiplying a factor K` = exp
{
2× (`/1267)1.18}, in the lower panel we plot
the EE spectra, and in the two inset plots, we normalize the spectra amplitudes to allow one to see the impact of the very
small shift in peak locations induced by free-streaming species as done in [48]. In these insets the red curve (the model with
additional freestreaming neutrinos) is slightly shifted to the left relative to the dashed line and blue line which overlap each
other.
trema (krs,∗ = 2pi, 4pi, 6pi).2
To summarize, the dm-drf interaction has a much
smaller impact on the CMB power spectra than on the
matter power spectrum. The impact on the matter
power spectrum arises from interactions in the radiation-
dominated era when the dark radiation has more inertia
than the dark matter. The impact on the CMB power
spectrum is through the impact on the dark matter evo-
lution. On small scales, where the impact on dark matter
is sizeable, the dark matter contribution to the gravita-
tional potential at the time of horizon crossing is very
small and thus the net impact on the photon distribu-
tion is small.
2 In fact, Planck CMB data is sensitive to the small suppression
of the odd-even peak height difference. Our MCMC results show
that the dm-drf model prefers a higher ωb than in the ΛCDM
model.
III. PARAMETER CONSTRAINTS FROM LSS
DATA
In this section, we first briefly review previous analy-
ses of the implications of cosmological data for the exten-
sion of ΛCDM to include the dm-drf interaction model,
identify Planck SZ as the major driver for the previously
claimed detection of the dm-drf interaction, and redo the
analysis with a treatment of uncertainties in the SZ-mass
observable relationship.
A. Previous Analyses
In previous analyses [e.g. 21, 26, 28], Planck CMB and
LSS measurements, including Planck CMB Lensing [30],
CFHTLens [31] and Planck SZ [37, 38],
σ8(Ωm/0.27)
0.25 = 0.820± 0.029 [CMB Lensing], (6a)
σ8(Ωm/0.27)
0.46 = 0.774± 0.040 [CFHTLens], (6b)
σ8(Ωm/0.27)
0.30 = 0.782± 0.010 [Planck SZ]. (6c)
50.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Ωm
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
σ
8
Planck lensing
Planck SZ
CFHTLens
FIG. 3. The σ8 tension in the ΛCDM cosmology, where
the red filled contours (1σ and 2σ) are derived from Planck
2015 temperature and polarization, and the unfilled contours
corresponding to the three LSS measurements are given at 2σ
level, where the SZ contour is the constraint fixing the mass
bias parameter as the baseline value 1− b = 0.8.
were used to constrain the dm-drf model, and the dm-drf
interaction was detected at 3σ confidence level.
To figure out which dataset is essential to the claimed
dm-drf detection, we show the σ8 tension of the ΛCDM
cosmology in Figure 3, which clearly shows that the SZ-
CMB tension is the strongest. This finding also suggests
that Planck SZ is driving the detection.
The cosmological implications of the Planck SZ clus-
ter counts depends on assumptions about the relationship
between SZ flux and cluster mass [e.g., 38]. This is usu-
ally expressed as uncertainty in the hydrostatic mass bias
parameter b whereMX = (1−b)M500, MX is a mass proxy
derived from observed SZ flux with an assumption of hy-
drostatic equilibrium, and M500 is the true cluster halo
mass (see [37, 38] for more details). The bias parameter
b itself is not well known today, e.g., constraints derived
from gravitational shear mass measurements Weighing
the Giants (WtG) [41], from Canadian Cluster Compari-
son Project (CCCP) [42], and from CMB Lensing (Lens)
[43, 55] listed as follows show significant uncertainties:
1− b = 0.688± 0.072 [WtG], (7a)
1− b = 0.780± 0.092 [CCCP], (7b)
1− b = 0.74± 0.07 [Lens]. (7c)
As shown in [38], the σ8 constraint derived from SZ clus-
ter counts is sensitive to the prior used: the WtG prior
almost eliminates the σ8 tension between SZ and Planck
CMB, while the CCCP prior remains in noticeable ten-
sion. In addition, a reference model fixing the bias pa-
rameter as the baseline value, 1 − b = 0.8, was also in-
vestigated in the Planck SZ analysis [37], which yields
the σ8 constraint of Equation (6c), in tension with that
derived from Planck CMB at & 3σ confidence level (see
also Figure 3).
In previous analyses, the σ8 constraint of Equation (6c)
was usually used as an approximation to the full Planck
SZ data. It is natural to ask whether it is valid to fix the
bias parameter as the baseline value in constraining the
dm-drf interaction model, considering the large uncer-
tainty in the bias parameter, the sensitive dependence of
the σ8 constraint on the bias parameter and the mild ten-
sion between the WtG constraint and the baseline value
(see [56] for a summary of recent bias parameter infer-
ences). We discuss this next.
B. Anaysis with SZ data: the impact of the mass
bias parameter
To highlight the impact of the uncertainty in the SZ
cluster counts on the model parameter constraints, we
use both CMB and SZ data with the mass bias param-
eter fixed or varying, and compare the resulting con-
straints. For CMB data, we use Planck 2015 CMB
temperature and polarization data TTTEEE + lowTEB
[57] (PlanckTP). For SZ data with varying mass bias
parameter, we use Planck 2015 SZ cluster counts data
(PlanckSZ) with the CCCP prior, while for SZ data with
fixed mass bias parameter, we use the single data point
of Equation (6c), as done in previous analyses.
We use CosmoMC to run MCMC chains, with flat priors
on Ndrf ≥ 0.07 and Γ0 ≥ 0, and CosmoMC default priors
for ΛCDM parameters and other nuisance parameters.
We use the Raferty and Lewis statistic R − 1 ≤ 0.02 as
the convergence criterion, and we summarize the MCMC
results in Figure 4 and Table II.
Similar to previous works, we obtain a 3σ detection of
Γ0 jointly using PlanckTP and PlanckSZ fixing the bias
parameter as 1 − b = 0.8, but the detection disappears
if we let the bias parameter vary and impose the CCCP
prior. In the latter case, the posterior of the mass bias
parameter turns out to converge at 1− b = 0.647±0.044,
which is about 3σ lower than the baseline value 0.8 and
2 times tighter than the CCCP prior imposed, due to the
overriding Planck CMB preference for lower 1−b (higher
σ8); and the detection of Γ0 is gone due to the tight posi-
tive correlation between 1−b and Γ0. But the degeneracy
of 1− b and Γ0 breaks down at 107Γ0/Mpc−1 ∼ 1.5 since
Planck CMB power spectra disfavor large Γ0 (see Table
II).
We also checked the approximation of using the single
data point of Equation (6c) rather than the full SZ like-
lihood. Equation (6c) follows from the full SZ likelihood
given the ΛCDM model and that 1 − b = 0.8 with no
uncertainty. We find the approximation works well. We
find very similar constraints on the dm-drf interaction
model parameters whether we use the full SZ likelihood
(and 1− b = 0.8) or approixmate it with Equation (6c).
Both of them result in ∼ 3σ detection of the dm-drf inter-
action, with tiny differences in the mean values and the
uncertainties, which do not affect our conclusion. We
therefore do not distinguish the two cases in this paper.
From Table II, we also see that PlanckSZ with the
6Dataset PlanckTP
PlanckTP+PlanckSZ
PlanckTP+Lensing+DES
1− b = 0.78± 0.092 1− b = 0.8
1− b 0.647± 0.044
Γ0(10
−7Mpc−1) < 1.28 < 1.36 1.61± 0.54 < 1.43
Ndrf < 0.57 < 0.62 < 0.64 < 0.67
σ8 0.817± 0.022 0.807± 0.019 0.758± 0.015 0.800± 0.016
TABLE II. Constraints on the dm-drf model parameters using datasets PlanckTP, PlanckSZ, Lensing and DES, where the
uncertainties are 1σ values, and the upper limits are given at 2σ confidence level.
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FIG. 4. The MCMC results for the canonical dm-drf model
using joint dataset PlanckTP+PlanckSZ. Upper Left Panel:
the comparison of the CCCP prior and the resulting posterior
with the baseline value 1 − b = 0.8. Lower Left Panel: the
posterior contour of 1 − b vs. Γ0. Lower Right Panel: the
marginalized posteriors of Γ0 with the bias parameter fixed
or varying.
CCCP prior is not highly constraining; adding it to
PlanckTP only slightly increases the upper limits of Γ0
and Ndrf . It is clear that the other two priors would
lead to even less of a Γ0 detection, which can be veri-
fied by the fact that the tension of the 1 − b posterior
with the CCCP prior is greater than its tension with the
WtG/Lens prior.
C. Analysis with only CMB Lensing and DES data
Since the SZ data (with the bias parameter allowed to
float) is not highly constraining, we drop it from further
consideration as we we examine the dm-drf model with
PlanckTP and the following two LSS datasets:
(1) Lensing: Planck 2015 lensing data [30].
(2) DES: σ8(Ωm/0.3)
0.5 = 0.789 ± 0.026, which is de-
rived from the Dark Energy Survey (DES) first-year
cosmic shear data [35] and is a slightly tighter con-
straint than that derived from CFHTLens (Eq.6b) or
from KiDS-450 [58]. Strictly speaking, we should use the
DES likelihood with all the relevant nuisance parameters
(e.g. the intrinsic alignment of galaxies) varying, instead
of using this single data point. But the likelihood code
is not publicly available, and as we will see later, we find
no detection of the dm-drf interaction. Therefore we ex-
pect no qualitative difference using the single data point
versus using a full likelihood with proper treatment of
uncertainties.
The MCMC results are summarized in Table II.
Again, we find no detection of the dm-drf interac-
tion using the joint dataset PlanckTP+Lensing+DES,
though it is more constraining than another joint dataset
PlanckTP+PlanckSZ with the CCCP prior.
IV. LYMAN-α FOREST DATA
Lyα forest observations have been used as a cosmo-
logical probe for the past two decades [e.g. 59–61]. Lyα
absorption is sensitive to the density of neutral gas in
a relatively low-density, smooth environment, which is
tightly correlated with the underlying dark matter den-
sity on large scales. Many of these observational results
are based on a direct measurement of the Lyα forest
power spectrum PF (k), a statistical property of the trans-
mitted flux fluctuations
δF (λ) = e
−τ(λ)/〈e−τ(λ)〉 − 1, (8)
where λ is the observed wavelength of Lyα emission, and
τ is the optical depth to Lyα absorption. The tight corre-
lation between the neutral gas density and the underlying
dark matter density allows a determination of the mat-
ter power spectrum from the Lyα forest power spectrum
PF (k). For this purpose, hydrodynamical simulations
are required to compute PF (k) for a given initial linear
matter power spectrum PL(k, zi) at some high redshift
zi, due to the complexities in the non-linear evolution of
dark matter and hydrodynamical processes.
Compared with CMB data and LSS measurements in-
cluding DES and Planck SZ, the latest measurements
[44–46] of the Lyα forest flux power spectrum from
the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey extends
sensitivity to the matter power spectrum to smaller
scales. The constraints on the amplitude ∆2L =
k3PL(k, z)/2pi
2 and the slope neff = d lnPL(k, z)/d ln k
at k = 0.009(s/km)×H(z)/(1 + z) and z = 3 are explic-
itly given in [45], where H(z) is the Hubble expansion
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FIG. 5. The tension between Lyα and CMB in ΛCDM
cosmology with neutrino mass fixed as 0.06 eV (ΛCDM) or
varying (νΛCDM) where ∆2L and neff are the amplitude and
the slope of the linear matter power spectra at k ' h Mpc−1
and at z = 3.
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FIG. 6. Comparison of the Lyα constraints on the ampli-
tude ∆2L and the slope neff of the matter power spectrum
with those derived from ΛCDM (blue filled contours) and
the dm-drf interaction model (red unfilled contours) using
PlanckTP+Lensing+DES, where the color points denote differ-
ent Γ0 values in unit of 10
−7Mpc−1.
rate. As pointed out in [62], the matter power spectrum
derived from the Lyα forest data yields a comparable
amplitude but a much steeper slope at scale k ∼ Mpc−1,
compared with those derived from Planck CMB data,
assuming ΛCDM. We plot these constraints in Figure 5,
which clearly shows that inferences of the matter power
spectrum from the Lyα forest data are highly inconsis-
tent with the Planck CMB data, assuming ΛCDM. The
discrepancy has increased from the first release of Planck
data to the second, since the second yields a flatter slope
neff with a reduced uncertainty (likely due to a larger ns
and a tighter constraint on ωm [57]) Allowing neutrino
mass to vary does not do much to reconcile the discrep-
ancy in the matter power slope neff .
The steeper slope neff derived from Lyα data at scale
k ∼ Mpc−1 implies a scale-dependent matter power
suppression which aligns well with the dm-drf interac-
tion picture. To examine whether the Lyα data is in
agreement with other datasets in the dm-drf interac-
tion model, we plot the ∆2L − neff contours derived from
PlanckTP+Lensing+DES in Figure 6. We see that the
joint dataset favors the dm-drf interaction model (with
interaction rate 107Γ0/Mpc
−1 in the range of [0.9, 1.6]).
Our results serve to highlight the potential importance
of these inferences of the matter power spectrum from
the Lyα data. If they are substantially free from bias and
have adequately captured all significant sources of uncer-
tainty, then the discrepancy with the Planck-conditioned
predictions of ΛCDM are extremely interesting. Possi-
ble solutions to this discrepancy include the dark matter
model we are studying here, as well as a negative running
dns/d ln k [46, 62] or possibly a different dm-drf interac-
tion.
V. GENERALIZED DM-DRF MODELS
In this section, we extend our exploration from the
canonical dm-drf model with interaction rate Γ =
Γ0(T/T0)
2 to generalized models with interaction rate
Γ = Γ0(T/T0)
β (β = 1, 2, 3). We first briefly discuss the
imprints of the generalized dm-drf interaction rates on
the CMB power spectra and the matter power spectrum,
then constrain these models using CMB data and LSS
measurements.
The imprints of the three different models on the mat-
ter power spectrum suppression are pretty distinct at
small scales, as shown in Figure 7. For β = 3, dark
matter and dark radiation are tightly coupled deep in
the radiation-dominated era. Dark matter perturbations
oscillate instead of growing, therefore all modes entering
the horizon when Γ & H are strongly suppressed. In the
β = 1 case, the interaction is negligible at early time. For
sufficiently small modes entering horizon early, the power
suppression is dominated by late time when the dm-drf
interaction becomes important. For large modes enter-
ing horizon when ρdrf/ρdm becomes vanishingly small,
the dark matter overdensity growth is unaffected by the
interaction. For the intermittent modes, the power sup-
pression is determined by several factors, including the
coupling strength today Γ0, the matter-radiation equality
where the Γ/H dependence on the scale factor changes,
and the dark matter and dark radiation energy density
ratio ρdrf/ρdm. Therefore we see a power suppression
plateau on the small-scale end, no suppression on the
large-scale end, and a smooth transition in between. Dif-
ferent from the β = 2 case, both β = 1 and β = 3
interactions introduces new length scales to the matter
power suppression.
Following the argument given in Section II B, it is not
hard to figure out the impacts of the general interaction
rates on the temperature and polarization power spectra.
For example, we expect that the β = 3 interaction tends
to suppress the amplitudes of large k modes entering the
horizon at radiation domination and when Γ/H is no-
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ticeable, while leaving no imprint on the amplitudes of
small k modes entering the horizon when Γ/H is negli-
gible; on the contrary, the β = 1 interaction should only
affect large k modes. We have modified CAMB to allow for
all the three interaction models, and numerical results
confirm our qualitative expectations above. We find that
the imprints of the three different models are too subtle
to be distinguished via Planck CMB data, so we do not
plot them here.
We constrain the two models using the joint dataset
PlanckTP+Lensing+DES, finding no detection of interac-
tion for either of the two new cases. Similar to previous
section, we also examine whether these two models rec-
oncile the Lyα-CMB tension. As shown in Figure 8, the
β = 1 interaction does not change the amplitude and the
slope much, and the β = 3 interaction leads to an over-
whelming suppression. We see that neither of the two
help to reconcile the Lyα-CMB tension.
VI. SUMMARY
In this paper, we reinvestigated the non-Abelian dark
sector model proposed by [20]. We examined the impact
of the dm-drf interaction on the CMB power spectra and
the matter power spectrum in detail. We found that the
dm-drf interaction affects the amplitudes of CMB power
spectra by modifying the gravitational potential decay,
but only slightly. We verified the presence of a loga-
rithmic suppression in the matter power spectrum that
originates from the self-similar suppression of the matter
overdensity. We also constrained the dm-drf model using
CMB and LSS measurements in a more systematic way.
We found that Planck SZ plays the key role in the pre-
viously claimed detection of dm-drf interaction. However
the SZ cluster counts constraint is limited by uncertainty
in the cluster mass scale determination, which is usually
parametrized as the mass bias parameter b. We con-
firmed the 3σ detection using the Planck CMB data and
the SZ data fixing the bias parameter to be constant,
91− b = 0.8, as done in previous analyses. But, when we
included uncertainties in 1 − b, the detection of dm-drf
interaction essentially disappeared.
We also show that the latest inferences of the matter
power spectrum from Lyα forest data are highly incon-
sistent with the Planck CMB data, assuming ΛCDM,
and that the joint data sets favor a non-zero dark sector
interaction. Thus if these matter power spectrum infer-
ences are free from significant systematic error, and if the
reported uncertainties accurately include all sources of
uncertainty, these data are more sensitive to the impact
of dm-drf interactions and provide us with a significant
detection. Even so, there are other possible ways to rec-
oncile the Planck and Lyα forest data such as a non-zero
running of the scalar spectral index dns/d ln k [46, 62].
We also explored two different phenomenological dm-
drf interaction models characterized by interaction rates
scaling with temperature in different power laws, and
found neither of these interactions is favored by current
CMB and LSS data.
We are unsure what to make of these inferences of the
matter power spectrum from the Lyα forest data. We
hope our work serves to motivate further study of these
data. Were a different group to reach similar conclusions
independently, even if from the same data, that would
bolster our confidence. Another avenue for progress is
measurements that can decrease uncertainty in 1 − b as
the cluster mass function has the statistical power to
make a detection absent that uncertainty, if the interac-
tion strength is at the higher end of the range consistent
with Lyα data.
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